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 You can set a password for each AppLock item to protect your privacy. What is more, you can set autolock feature for the selected apps, so that they are locked automatically when your device is on and your screen is off. With AppLock, you can protect your device from various virus attacks and unwanted calls and save your battery. Features: 1. Set the password for each AppLock item, 2. Set
autolock feature for the selected apps, 3. Set a list of contacts to automatically call back when you receive a call, 4. Set number of missed calls to automatically call back, 5. Set how many consecutive calls to be terminated by you, 6. Enable GPS/location awareness, 7. Lock apps at any location with an AppLock item, 8. Screenshots saved when app is locked, 9. Lock apps when the screen is off, 10.

Lock apps when a specified sound is heard, 11. Lock apps when you press the power button for 3 seconds, 12. Select a sound to alert you about a call or an incoming message, 13. Lock apps when you receive SMS or a call, 14. Lock apps when you tap on a location on the map, 15. Lock apps when your device receives any incoming data from a specific source, 16. Lock apps when you received a call
from a specified contact, 17. Lock apps when your device has lost a connection with the Internet, 18. Lock apps when your device vibrates, 19. Lock apps when you receive a message from a specified contact, 20. Lock apps when you receive an email, 21. Locks apps when you receive a specified email with specific content. 22. Locks apps when your device is connected to a locked PC. 23. Get

notified when a call, a message or a data is received, 24. Locks apps when your device is placed in sleep mode. We'll lock apps when you receive a specified call, a specified message or a specified data. For example, you set a password for [Facebook] so that it will be automatically locked when you receive a call from [Sean  (Facebook)] or when you receive a message from [Sean  (Facebook)] or
when you receive a data from [Sean  (Facebook)], then you'll get a notification about the call. This feature is especially useful to lock apps when your device 82157476af
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